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EXECUTING A SYSTEM OF
AGILE:
A BALANCING ACT
Organizations are increasingly facing scenarios that test traditional methods of working.
Those that have invested in strategic and operational agility find themselves wellpositioned during times of turbulence. To create agility, these firms are establishing new
ways of working across business-operations and are organizing operations into new
customer /product-centric teams. In this move, they face challenges across four key areas:

KEY CHALLENGES IN DRIVING AGILITY
CAPABILITY &
CULTURE
ECOSYSTEM
READINESS

Assess the impact of change and develop strategies and leaders that can
create a sense of ownership and motivation for high performance
No end-to-end accountability to deliver value and inability of stakeholders
to develop new skills; Move from business ownership for CX to team
ownership; Limited focus on regular release and the failure to enable
DevOps and CI/CD; No standardization of cost, velocity, quality

TOOLS &
PROCESSES

Arbitrary adoption methods like capturing requirements vs CX; Inadequate
procedures to develop clear key architecture; Lack of guides to direct
teams or expertise to support execution; Ambiguity on ‘real’ progress.
Inability to maintain balance between strategy-alignment and autonomy
of new ideas; Emphasis on delivering documented requirements; Failing to
allocate capacity for innovation; Neglecting trial and error

INNOVATION

This paper discusses Infosys Consulting’s proven methods to win against these challenges.
To truly establish a balanced system of agility, organizations must consider its various subsystems such as systems of product, quality, engineering, and culture. Our experts outline
the pre-requisites to implementation of these systems, their benefits and describe usecases where these systems have led to a marked increase in speed to market and velocity.
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THE NEED FOR AGILITY
Strategic and operational
agility is being achieved
through:







Enabling new digital
business models that
drive fresh revenue
streams while
mitigating threats
from latest
disruptors/digital
natives
Leveraging the open
business ecosystems
Digitizing core
operations to achieve
speed-to-market
across dynamic
products and service
offerings, enabling
hyper-responsiveness
to customer demands
Digitizing the
customer interaction
and experience to
retain and grow the
customer base, driving
profitability

Organizations have been grappling with the
changes in the world, long before the pandemic
set in. Seismic shifts in businesses such as the
transforming workforce demographic, global
attention to climate change, a fast altering
consumer genome and now the outbreak of SARSCoV-2 have established the need for agility.
In the next normal, the importance of resilience
and agility will take on a new meaning at a
strategic and operational level.
Organizations need a renewed focus on driving
nimbleness across their channels, products,
services and core operations to quickly adapt to
ongoing changes and more importantly, to
prepare for the next black-swan event.
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A BALANCED SYSTEM OF AGILITY
Driving agility across core business operations requires a balanced system that
creates standardization across product ideation, design, engineering and customer
adoption cycle.
An organization must first clearly define the capabilities they need to execute the
new ways of working across the company. Next, they must establish clear operating
structures, governance models, assign responsibilities and deploy standard tools
and processes.
Implementing such a comprehensive system of work will also create uniformity
across talent and culture, drive product ownership, develop engineering leadership
and improve quality.

A balanced system of agility involves four key sub-systems:

I. SYSTEM OF PRODUCT

II. SYSTEM OF QUALITY

What product management capabilities help us choose,
design and deliver products to address the CX goals?

How do we measure and manage the quality of the
product and address product outcomes?

Product Vision
and Strategy

Product MVP
Roadmap

Quality
Strategy &
Alignment

Smart
Monitoring &
Control

Product
Release

Product
Governance

Coaching and
Feedback

Quality
Governance

III. SYSTEM OF ENGINEERING
How do we create the engineering machinery to
prototype, test and scale products efficiently?

IV. SYSTEM OF CULTURE
What culture do I need in my product delivery
organization? How do we cultivate innovation?

Standards and
Process

Tools and
Frameworks

Enablement
and Growth

Digital Ways of
Working

DevOps and
CI/CD

Visibility and
Tracking

Innovation
Ecosystem

Customer &
Product
Centricity
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I. SYSTEM OF PRODUCT
The system of product helps companies to establish capabilities that standardize
practices across development, marketing, pricing, launch, adoption and productsupport. The agile capabilities it creates covers various stages of the product life
cycle.

System of product brings four key capabilities areas together:
• A well-defined customer-centric product framework drives business value
• Detail product strategy highlights what and how the product will do to meet
Defining
product vision the value proposition
& strategy

Designing
product MVP
road map

Product
release plan

Product
Governance &
Control

• A thorough product journey with defined milestones and target release of each
product working functionality

• A comprehensive mechanism for product teams to build and deliver product
MVPs in a specified timeline.
• Release plan may include, timely product feature drops, testing and validating
with customer feedback

• A governance mechanism to define and track metrics to measure quality and
efficiency of product

Speed to market for product MVPs improved by up to 20%
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ESTABLISHING A
LARGE-SCALE
DIGITIZATION
PROGRAM FOR A
LEADING TELCO.
In a recent engagement, Infosys
Consulting successfully deployed a
new digital operating model that
grouped people’s capabilities to
provide a sense of community.
Incorporating a system of culture
helped to create a long -term view
of the projects and enhancements
that must be designed and
delivered. It helped to identify
areas where standardization
would benefit the organization
and cultivate new ideas to
improve.
Speed to market for product
MVPs accelerated from months
to weeks (which is an
improvement of 15-20%).

BENEFITS OF THE SYSTEM OF PRODUCT
This system transforms ways of working,
helping teams across programs to adopt a
product-focused mindset, enabling:
 Continuous alignment of end-to-end
teams, right from the product vision to
delivery
 Accountability for the delivery of the endproduct, as against a feature or part of the
product
 Responsibility for the quality of the
product as the teams continuously
engage and validate working product
components
 Constant feedback from the customer for
continuous improvement
 Transparent portfolio-level view of the
progression made
 Single-view of program-level risk and
dependencies

The system of agile has a holistic
impact on velocity.
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QUICK TIPS:


Set product owner (PO)
chapters –
This drives common standards and
ways of working across teams. It also
enables layered PO talent pools and
cross-leveraging PO capabilities across
various teams as opposed to
individual POs.
A mature PO chapter would create
governance over end-to-end product
value delivery, drive decision-making
across activities like backlog
refinement, finding solutions and
prioritization and manage product
risks and E2E releases.



Leverage proxy product
ownership (PPO) model –
As part of creating PO chapters, a
layered proxy PO model could be set
up with an onsite-offsite talent
structure. This also enables scaling
the PO capabilities to drive distributed
product ownership across onshore
and offshore delivery centers.

 Create distributed product
ownership–
Design ways of working for a
distributed product ownership model to
create a flow of information and
decision making to distributed delivery
hubs.
This establishes the proximity of
product leadership, especially for
distributed product teams.

 Create product feature-based
budgeting –
Embed a venture- style of governance
to create start-up thinking while driving
accountability for product value and
budgets. This needs to be driven via
activities like quarterly planning and
continuous validation, funding release
for MVP and feature to value mapping.
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II. SYSTEM OF QUALITY
In large agile transformation programs, organizations face challenges that affect
program delivery such that the outcomes often differ from the initial business
intent. The system of quality focuses on people, process, technology and
governance to define metrics of successful delivery. A robust quality assurance
system of work enables precision interventions as required, leading to better longterm results.

Quality
Strategy &
Alignment

Smart
Monitoring
& Control

Coaching
and
Feedback

Quality
Governance

• Agree

on the metrics and align teams

• Apply

the metrics and analyse future delivery

• Coach and provide

• Make

feedback through data led conversations

key decisions on how to improve the program

A 20% improvement in quality score * within 6 weeks

*The quality score is a framework that encompasses different aspects of measuring quality metrics and is an integral part of system of quality.
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ESTABLISHING A
LARGE-SCALE
DIGITIZATION
PROGRAM FOR A
LEADING TELCO.
In a recent engagement with a
leading Australian telecom
provider, Infosys Consulting
established a system of quality for
a large scale digitization program.
The process of defining and
designing the quality metrics
helped to identify different levels
of quality between teams.
On a large-scale, this also helped
identify teams that need
assistance and prioritization of
these areas. This led to
improvements in quality as well as
performance.
We have observed that our clients
achieve an improved quality
score* by 20% within 6 weeks
for select teams. We also observed
a 10-15% reduction in defects and
over 30% reduction in epic shifts
in the first 6 weeks.

*The quality score is a framework that encompasses
different aspects of measuring quality metrics and is an
integral part of the system of quality.

BENEFITS OF THE SYSTEM OF QUALITY
The system ensures that every stage of a
software development process runs as per plan
and the resulting product works according to
customer expectations:
 Improved velocity– By using data for
continuous improvement and maximizing
production
 Improved quality– By setting metrics and
identifying teams that need immediate
improvement in quality


QUICK TIPS:


Setting metrics –

Map key metrics such as completeness,
conformance, quality of acceptance criteria
and right-sizing of the tasks with business
objectives and key results
 Invest in smart monitoring and tracking
tools –
Use digital and BI enabled dashboards to
extract data from available tools and process
the information for effective decision-making



Establish governance to support QA
framework.
Setting up of quality-metric should be a topdown approach, where key quality
parameters are identified and implemented
across functions.
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III. SYSTEM OF ENGINEERING
A system of engineering ensures that priority business requirements are delivered
with high efficiency and quality. It drives the business and teams towards
understanding and striving for the best engineering standards.
This system involves continuous effort to improve with long-term benefits in mind:

Established
Engineering
Standards

• An awareness of engineering principles, so they can be applied

• Tools are enablers to many software engineering practices
• Centralized services can provide the support needed
Effective tools
& clear
processes

Continuous
integration &
deployment

Visibility &
status tracking

• To improve cycle times and increase quality, encourage teams to continuously
integrate their changes to prove the build was successful

• Visibility is key to measure the delivery and see the current status of the build

Improved capability and standardization of engineering practices and cycle times
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DEVELOPING AN
ENGINEERING
PLAYBOOK FOR A
LEADING
AUSTRALIAN TELCO

BENEFITS OF THE SYSTEM OF
ENGINEERING




Improved quality of the software- Through the
application of engineering standards across
teams
Increased speed- As teams eliminate repetitive
tasks and improve their efficiency
Better visibility of work and flow- To have dataled discussions for further improvement
Customer satisfaction- Building trust within
teams so that they deliver as per expectations
and support strategic discussions on the future
of the product

In a recent engagement, Infosys
Consulting developed an
engineering playbook that was
marketed across the
organization to help illustrate
the key software engineering
practices.



This has been incorporated
organization-wide and
showcased to improve
adherence to best practices.

QUICK TIPS:

We have observed increased
capability and standardization of
practices across diverse teams
and improved cycle times by
creating independent units of
valuable work from more
complex epics.





Create an engineering playbook –
Including principles and practices to provide
engineers with the knowledge to apply it



Establish centralized service teams –
With a user-centric approach to support tools
across the organization
 Establish a continuous improvement plan –
Including objectives and scope into each sprint and
PI plan



Automate deployments –
To increase efficiency and reduce human error.
Ensure that a strategy is in place to execute.



Define metrics –
Establish capabilities to create dashboards that
measure improvements. This will require baselining
current metrics once they are agreed upon and set
in place to track results.



Automated testing –
Start with automating regression tests to a level
that it speeds up your confidence in each
deployment
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IV. SYSTEM OF CULTURE
A system of culture creates an environment that fosters the values of customer
centricity, new ways of working, and innovation. The system enables teams to learn
from shared experiences, improving skills, and fueling innovation
• Form clusters of people with the same skills and interests
• This helps to bring people together, share knowledge and experiences and create
Communities career and learning pathways
for capability
growth

Customer
centricity

• Understand customers in such a way that they are intimate with their challenges,
priorities and what they desire

• Support to leaders as well as their teams with the knowledge and mechanisms to
Digital ways know how to work in new ways
of working

Innovation
ecosystem

• Sandbox investments for innovation and prototyping allows teams to play and
combine the strength of their imagination to solve complex problems

Improved internal customer satisfaction, speed of delivery and clear learning pathways
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GROUPING PEOPLE
CAPABILITIES THROUGH
A DIGITAL OPERATING
MODEL FOR A LEADING
AUSTRALIAN UTILITY
PROVIDER.
In a recent engagement with a leading
Australian utility, a new digital
operating model established chapters
that grouped people capabilities to
successfully provide a sense of
community.
Incorporating the system of culture
strategies included design thinking
boot camps for the leadership team
and others, to support the shift
towards becoming a more agile
organization.
Interestingly, the executives of the
organization continue to run the agile
method and have embraced the
change with positive results.
The key benefits were improved
internal customer satisfaction,
increased speed of delivery and clear
learning pathways for people.

BENEFITS OF THE SYSTEM OF
CULTURE
 Increased motivation and
improved morale
 Identification of new solutions to
challenging problems
 Clear learning pathways to support
people in their careers
 Collaboration with a purpose that is
aligned to business strategy and
goals

QUICK TIPS:


Establish chapters –
Based on the grouping of skills and
interests of people



Agile enabled C-suite Enable C-suite executives to run their
teams with agile practices
 Enable design thinking –
Help people understand design thinking
philosophies and approach so that they
can apply it to everyday situations



Create rewards and recognition
systems –
To allow people to pat each other on the
back, or publicly thank each other



Create places to innovate –
Provide physical and digital places for
people to innovate and be creative
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ACHIEVING GROWTH
ACROSS THE
ORGANIZATION
Agile processes, when applied correctly, add great
value and benefits to projects. However, the
implementation of agile is challenging, and there
is a wide spectrum of choices available.
As a result, companies often struggle to know
which functions or teams must be reorganized,
and it is not unusual to launch several new agile
teams only to lose sight of the bigger picture.
Through the balanced system described in this
paper, organizations can achieve marked
improvement within defined metrics, across
product, quality, processes, innovation and culture
of the organization.
Want to learn more? Please contact our experts, as
they would be delighted to share their insights and
experiences with you.
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About Infosys Consulting:
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countries and backed by the power of the global Infosys brand, our teams help the C-suite navigate today’s digital landscape to win
market share and create shareholder value for lasting competitive advantage. To see our ideas in action, or to join a new type of
consulting firm, visit us at www.InfosysConsultingInsights.com.
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